Abstract-In order to provide more reliable state estimation addressing the problem of the bad data (BD) in the Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU)-based power systems synchronization, the paper focuses on developing a novel nonlinear estimation framework to track the voltage magnitude, phase angle, and frequency of the utility power grid. Instead of directly analyzing in abc coordinate frame, the symmetrical component transformation is employed to separate the positive, negative, and zero sequence networks. By using Clarke's transformation, the sequence networks are then transformed into the αβ stationary coordinate frame, and the number of system state variables is reduced to five. A novel Fault Tolerant Extended Kalman Filter real time estimation framework is proposed for power grid system synchronization with bad data measurements. Computer simulation studies show that the novel Fault Tolerant Extended Kalman Filter (FTEKF) provides more accurate results in voltage synchronization, comparing with the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). The proposed approach has been implemented with dSPACE and CompactRIO hardware in real-time. Our results have shown the potential applications of FTEKF in the future smart power grid synchronization.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the widespread deployment of the renewable energy generations, smart load controls, energy storages, plug-in hybrid electric vehicles and other new challenges presented by the requirement of the future smart grid, will require innovative changes to our existing power grid. New technologies including Smart Meters (SMs), big data, wireless telecommunication infrastructure, and Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) are all the essential elements of our new generation smart power grid system. This evolution of the power grid will lead to the stochastic operating behaviors and dynamic nature of the power grid. The number of Distributed Power Generation Systems (DPGS) rapidly increases, due to the necessity of producing more renewable and sustainable energy. Grid synchronization is critical, because DPGS cannot be properly controlled without effective grid synchronization. Without accurate grid synchronization, our utility network may face instability or even black-out, when several Distributed Generations (DGs) are connected together to our utility grid [1] . Our objective in this work for grid synchronization is to develop the framework to compute the power system state information including phase angle, voltage magnitude and frequency in real-time. The phase angle and magnitude can be used in Energy Management edwin.yaz@marquette.edu Systems (EMSs) to turn on/off the distributed sources in Active Distribution Networks (ADNs), and therefore to control the active and reactive power flowing and to achieve other specific operation objectives between DGs and the utility grid [2] [3] .
There are many different algorithms proposed for grid synchronization of DPGS [3] in literature. The most commonly used method is the Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) technique. A feedback loop is used to synchronize the DG voltage with a reference signal. A common way of applying PLL is to transform into dq coordinate frame from abc coordinate frame. The d-axis component regulates the voltage magnitude, and the phase angle can be regulated by the output of the feedback loop [3] - [6] . Although this method is very precise, it is very sensitive to the noise and unbalance voltage, and therefore, it is not very reliable for grid synchronization. Zero-crossing method has also been developed for power grid synchronization. This method is relatively easy to achieve, but it is very sensitive to disturbances. Therefore, the dynamic performance of this technique is not reliable in applications either [7] . Recent advancements on the grid synchronization techniques are mostly based on the state estimation approaches, which was first proposed in [8] . The Weighted Least Square (WLS) estimation is a classical method for the steady state power system state estimation [9] - [12] . To deal with the dynamic power system state estimation, the Extended Kalman Filter is the well-known solution for voltage synchronization, even in the presence of unbalanced three phase voltage and noise [13] .
State estimation results are consistent as long as the input data provided to the estimation algorithm are correct. In the real field, faulty signal sensing, electromagnetic interferences, telecommunication channel failure, system delays may all lead to measurements whose error is larger than an acceptable bound compatible with the accuracy of both metering and communication systems. Such faulty measurements are commonly known as Bad Data (BD). Some of them are easy to be identified and eliminate by using simple plausible checks, however, most bad data are not immediately detectable and are directly fed into the State Estimator which is not designed to cope with such additional errors. For the above mentioned reasons, a Real Time State Estimator (RTSE) deployed in practical applications, must be able to keep good track of the state of the system in the presence of the faulty measurements [13] - [16] .
In order to provide more reliable state estimation addressing the problem of bad data in the PMU-based power system synchronization, this paper presents a novel Fault Tolerant Extended Kalman Filter for smart grid synchronization, which can provide enhanced tracking of the state of the power systems comparing with the performances with the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). Although EKF converge for the estimation, and have decent accuracy, our studies show that the proposed Fault Tolerant Extended Kalman Filter provides much more accurate prediction with smaller Mean Square Error (MSE). In order to deal with the unbalanced voltage, we apply the symmetrical component transformation [14] to separate the positive, negative, and zero sequence. Then, the Clarke's transformation is applied to transform abc coordinate frame quantities into the αβ stationary coordinate frame. By applying these methods, we obtain the state space equations of the smart grid synchronization. Then, the Fault Tolerant Extended Kalman Filter (FTEKF) is proposed and derived. After that, the nonlinear estimators EKF and FTEKF are applied to predict the voltage magnitude, voltage angle and frequency. Computer simulations show better performance of FTEKF estimation in the presence of unbalanced voltage and external disturbances. Last but not the least, the proposed nonlinear estimation approach has been successfully implemented with dSPACE real time hardware-in-the-loop development system.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The utility grid in the presence of unbalanced voltage can be expressed as:
where v a (t), v b (t), v c (t) are the instantaneous unbalanced three phase voltages, t is time in seconds, ω is angular frequency. v i and φ i (i = a, b, c) are the voltage amplitude and phase angle. V a ,V b ,V c are the Root Mean Square (RMS) voltages. It is worthwhile mentioning that the three system voltages is not necessarily balanced, so they may not have the same magnitude, nor the phase angle difference of 120 o . Based on (1), the discrete time we can the discrete time unbalanced three phase voltage signal corrupted by external disturbance and noise is expressed as follows:
where k is the sampling instant k = 0, 1, 2, 3, .... For sampling period T , x(k) = x(kT ) equals x(t) at the k th sampling instant. The grid frequency and the sampling frequency are considered to be 60Hz, 2400Hz in our simulation, respectively.
In order to simplify the system in (1), the following two linear transformations are used: symmetrical component transformation and Clarke's transformation:
Based on symmetrical component transformation (Fortescue's Transformation) the three phase voltages can be written in term of positive, negative, and zero sequence [13] [14] , the three-phase voltage signals can be written as:
where v(k) represents the instantaneous three phase voltages, and v i ( i = 0, p, n) is the zero, positive, and negative sequences, which are defined by
where θ i = θ i (k) = ωkT + φ i for i = (p, n, 0) are the positive, negative and zero sequence angles, respectively. Determining the sequence angle is the critical step of controlling the connection of DGs to the grid.
Based on symmetrical component transformation, the abc coordinate frame three-phase voltage phasors can be separated to the positive, negative, and zero sequence networks.
whereV i for i = (0, 1, 2) are zero, positive, and negative sequence voltage phasors, and the a = 1∠120 o . Next, by applying Clarke's transformation, we can translate the abc coordinate frame phasors to the stationary αβ coordinate frame.
Based on (4), and (5), we have:
Expressing voltage phasor expressions in (6) to discrete time instantaneous voltages, we obtain v α (k) and v β (k) as follows:
Notice that zero sequence quantities are zeros after using the Clarke's transformation.
III. STATE SPACE SYSTEM DYNAMICS
Based on (7) and (8), and after the discretization process with sampling period T , the dynamic equation of smart grid voltage synchronization can be obtained as follows:
Denote t = kT and T = 1/ f s , where T is sampling time and f s is sampling frequency. From (9) we obtain:
The process noise is assumed to be zero. The measurement equation can be defined as follows:
where e 1 (k), and e 2 (k) are considered to be the external disturbances and noises.
IV. FAULT TOLERANT EXTENDED KALMAN FILTER
In order to guarantee reliable and efficient state estimation of power systems against various sensing failures and bad data. In this section, we propose the locally unbiased, resilient, minimum variance state estimator, the Fault Tolerant Extended Kalman Filter (FTEKF), for the nonlinear power system and measurement model based on the dynamics in Section III. This means that for small error values, the estimator is unbiased, has robustness against gain perturbations, and achieves minimum value for an upper bound on the estimation error covariance. The following theorem summarizes the main result of this paper.
Consider the discrete-time non-linear stochastic power system dynamics and measurement equations as follows:
where x k ∈ R n state vector v k ∈ R n system noise y k ∈ R p measurement vector w i k ∈ R measurement noise in each phasor measurement unit and
The mean of initial state x 0 is E[x 0 ] =x 0 and covariance
The noise processes, v k and w k , are white, zero mean, uncorrelated with each other and with x 0 , and have covariance V k and W k respectively:
The scalar binary Bernoulli distributed random variables γ i k are with mean π i and variance π i (1 − π i ) whose possible outcomes 0,1 are defined as Prob(γ i k = 1) = π i and Prob(γ i k = 0) = 1 − π i . The formulation involves hard measurement failures, where the PMU either works perfectly or bad data occurs. If the input measurement value to PMU falls with in the acceptable bound −V low to +V high , compatible with the accuracy of both metering and communication systems, we assume that PMU works perfectly, i.e. γ i k = 1. If the input measurement value does not falls into the acceptable bound, we consider that bad data occurs, i.e., γ i k = 0. A simplified pseudo-algorithm that summarizes this process is provided as follows: for every sampling time slot k do 3:
Obtain measurements y(k) at time t = kT , 4: for each PMU index i (i = 1 → p)
5:
if y i (k) ∈ B then, 6:
Assume γ i k = 1 8:
if y i (k) / ∈ B then , 10:
Assume γ i k = 0 12: end if 13: end for 14: end procedure By denoting
the measurement equation can be written as
Our goal is to estimate the state vector x k based on our knowledge of system dynamics and the availability of the noisy measurement y k under the effect of sensor failures. The following discrete time nonlinear Luenberger observer or equivalently Extended Kalman Filter is considered in this work.
Although the filter gain should be K k , due to computational or tuning uncertainties, it is erroneously implemented as K k + ∆ k . The termΓ k is defined as
K k is the feedback gain with additive uncertainty ∆ k . The uncertainty ∆ k , is assumed to have zero mean, bounded second moment and be uncorrelated with initial state, process and measurement noises, i.e.
Theorem 1: The Fault Tolerant Extended Kalman Filter is defined as follows:
2) Computation of Jacobian matrices
3) For time steps k = 1, 2, 3, ..., the estimator propagates by calculating the feedback gain
from an upper bound on the local estimation error covariance
to be used in updating the state estimate aŝ
where
The proof can be found in [2] , [16] .
V. COMPUTE THE POSITIVE SEQUENCE VOLTAGE MAGNITUDE AND PHASE ANGLE Based on (6) and the matrix inverse, we have
Expanding the first row of the phasor matrix equation and applying Euler's Identity, we havē
Therefore, the positive sequence component can be obtained as follows:
Once the state estimate is estimated at each time step k, and apply the state variable in (9), the phase and magnitude of positive sequence are obtained: Fig.1-5 shows that FTEKF is the more accurate method than EKF, but has similar computational complexity. According to the data analysis in Fig.6 , after 300ms, the average estimation error for FTEKF is less than 0.0287, comparing with EKF estimation error of 0.5336. Therefore, the Fault Tolerant Extended Kalman Filter shows excellent estimation accuracy in the presence of bad data, external disturbances and noises. Finally, the positive sequence phase angle estimate is shown in Fig. 7 . Notice that FTEKF can provide phase angle estimate effectively, while EKF fails to provide a reliable phase angle estimate. (EMS) to turn on/off the distributed sources in Active Distribution Networks (ADNs), and therefore to control the active and reactive power flowing and to achieve other specific operation objectives between DGs and the utility power grid. The computer simulation results show that FTEKF provides much better accuracy than EKF, with similar computational complexity. The proposed FTEKF approach has also been developed with the dSPACE and CompactRIO hardware to provide real time power system synchronization. Therefore, the proposed Fault Tolerant Extended Kalman Filter is the preferred approach for smart grid synchronization. 
